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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During the past ten years, Energy Conversion Devices, Inc. ("ECD"), has

made important progress in the development of materials, device designs, and

manufacturing processes required for the continued advancement of practical

photovoltaic technology. Among these accomplishments, ECD has pioneered and

continues development of two key technologies with significant potential for

achieving the cost goals necessary for widespread growth of the photovoltaic

market" (1) a low cost, roll-to-roll continuous substrate thin film solar

cell manufacturing process, and (2) a high efficiency, monolithic,

multiple-junction, spectrum splitting thin film amorphous silicon alloy device

structure. Commercial production of multiple-junction amorphous silicon alloy

modules has been underway at ECD for a number of years using the proprietary

roll-to-roll process and ongoing research has produced advances in device

design and thin film deposition technology. This work has resulted in the

demonstration of important increases in energy conversion efficiency and

manufacturing process throughput. As a result, ECD currently holds the

worlds' record for energy conversion efficiency of an amorphous silicon alloy

solar cell device and ECD has also reported on development of a proprietary

process for plasma CVD deposition of high quality amorphous silicon alloy

films at deposition rates 5 to lO times greater than those currently employed

in the photovoltaic industry.

This report details the current status of ECD's photovoltaic manufacturing

technology and describes recent technological achievements in device designs

and advanced deposition and module fabrication processes which can bring about

substantial cost reductions in future solar cell manufacturing. Near term

target goals for solar cell modules produced with these new technologies are

large volume manufacturing costs of less than $I.00 per peak watt and stable

module energy conversion efficiencies of over 10%. Technical issues to be

addressed in incorporating this technology into practical manufacturing

systems are discussed and a detailed program with cost and time estimates to

investigate and solve these problems is proposed.



TASK 1

CURRENT MANUFACTURING PROCEDURES



I. INTRODUCTION:

The present Troy based manufacturing plant produces amorphous silicon

based solar cells and photovoltaic modules which use a two cell, same

band-gap, tandem cell configuration (Figure l). ECD's proprietary roll-to

-roll continuous substrate process produces complete solar cell

structures on stainless steel rolls. Typically, 2,500 feet long 14 inch

wide 5 mil thick stainless steel rolls are processed. The stainless

steel rolls are coated consecutively with a metallic back reflector, six

layers of amorphous silicon alloy and a transparent conducting oxide top

contact layer. The rolls are then cut into appropriate sizes for

assembly into photovoltaic modules. The manufacturing plant has been

running in an extremely consistent manner producing solar cells with an

average active area efficiency of about B% to 9% with excellent yield.

ECD has been awarded over 120 U.S. patents covering all aspects of

its proprietary approach to the mass production of amorphous silicon

alloy material solar cells. The patents cover novel materials, solar

cell and module designs, preparation techniques and production machine

technology.

ECD's proprietary solar cell manufacturing is divided into two

distinct process sequences - roll-to-roll solar cell deposition and

module assembly. The ability to divide manufacturing into these two

sequences which can, if desired, occur in quite different locations, is a

unique consequence of our process.

Specifically, solar cell production involves the following process

steps and equipment.

II. DEPOSITION PLANT FOR THE PRODUCTION OF SOLAR CELLS:

I. Substrate Washing Machine

The substrate washing machine is a continuous roll-to-roll

processing system which transports a stainless steel substrate

through a detergent cleaning station, multiple deionized water

rinsing baths,





and an oven drying stage to produce a clean, dry, particle-free

substrate suitable for amorphous silicon deposition.

The input to the substrate washing machine is a roll of commerc-

ially available stainless steel, up to 2,500 feet long, which is

loaded onto a mandrel designed to accept the steel supplier's core.

During the washing stage, the interleaf from the steel supplier's

roll is taken up by the machine and discarded. After washing, the

cleaned substrate is rolled on a special core which is used

throughout the remainder of the deposition process.

The substrate washing machine consists of the following

consecutive units mounted in line on a structural steel framework"

• A pay-off station

• Substrate weld station

• A detergent cleaning station including detergent
spray, power brushing, heated detergent tank with
ultrasonic cleaning, and deionized water spray rinse.
Also included are auxiliary systems to recirculate and
filter the detergent solution and to provide filtered
high pressure detergent solution for the spray nozzles.

• Three deionized water rinse tanks in which the
substrate movement is counter current to the overflow
of deionized water from tank to tank. A deionized
water spray rinse of the substrate above the final
rinse tank which supplies overflow water for the
system.

• Heated deionized water system.

• An enclosed drying oven containing quartz infrared
lamps.

• A take-up station located in a dust free area.

The current washing machine has the capacity to process over

300,000 square feet of substrate per year. The maximum substrate

width capability is 14 inches and the substrate speed operating range

is up to 2 feet per minute. The substrate washing machine is capable L

of fully automatic operation except for manual loading/unloading of
--

coils.



A control panel is provided to allow display and control capability

for the following process variables"

m Pay-off spindle motor" torque and speed

• Pay-off interleaf motor" torque and speed

• Brush speed

• Detergent brushing tank" solution temperature

• Detergent cleaning tank" solution temperature

• Drying oven" oven temperature

• Steering roll position

• Take-up spindle motor" torque and speed

• Indicating lights for all systems requiring power

• Indication of pressure drop across both detergent
spray and detergent circulation filter systems

z

• Flow indication of all pump discharge lines

• Indication of deionized water resistivity in each of
the three deionized water rinse tanks

• Emergency stop capability
-

Incoming materials to the substrate washing machine include'

I. Bright annealed stainless steel substrate with interleaf

(up to 2,500 feet long coils, 14 inches wide, 0.005 inches_

: thick)

2. Caustic detergent solution

3. Deionized water (IO meg ohm. cm. or greater)

A schematic diagram and photograph of the substrate washing machine

are shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively.
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2. Back Reflector Machine

The back reflector deposition machine is a continuous

roll-to-roll processing system which deposits a reflective metal

alloy layer/buffer layer film system onto the cleaned stainless steel

substrate. The back reflector system adheres to the stainless steel

and texturizes the surface to provide a diffuse optically reflective

layer which enhances absorption of the solar spectrum. The

proprietary metal and buffer layers provide ohmic contact to the

solar cell and improved reflection.

Input to the back reflector machine is a roll of cleaned

stainless steel from the substrate washing machine. Substrate rolls

up to 2,50_ feet long and weighing up to l,O00 pounds can be

handled. The beginning of a ne_ roll leader is welded to the

trailing edge of the previous substrate for threading through the

machine. The processed substrate is rolled up with an interleaf.

The system consists of a pay-off section designed for substrate

loading, a multi-zone process section where the sequential

depositions take place _nd finally a take-up section. Deposition is

achieved by sputtering from multiple DC magneZron cathodes so as to

achieve the desired thicknesses in a single pass through the system.

Substrate heating is achieved by radiation from infrared quartz

elements, and the rate of travel through the system is approximately
l foot/minute.

The system utilizes diffusion pumps with liquid nitro.o,en vapor

traps. The process chamber, pay-off chamber, and take-up chamber all

can be evacuated to an ultimate pressure of 5 x 10-6 Torr.



The system is fully automatic during the deposition cycle with

operation from an operator console. Complete manual override is

provided locally for system maintenance and repair. Local controls

for emergency stop/standby and for substrate threading, loading and

unloading is provided.

Incoming materials to the back reflector machine

include"

l. Cleaned stainless steel substrate with

interleaf (up to 2,500 feet coil).

2. Proprietary deposition materials.

3. Argon and nitrogen gases.

4. Cooling water.

A schematic diagram and photograph of the back

reflector machine are shown in Figure 4 and 5.







3. Amorphous Silicon Alley Deposition Machine

The amorphous silicon alloy deposition machine is a continuous

roll-to-roll RF-plasma CVD processing system which produces, in a

single pass, sequentially deposited thin films of doped and undoped

amorphous silicon alloy semiconductor material. In this machine, a

mixture of feedstock gases is decomposed in a series of RF CVD plasma

chambers to deposit amorphous materials continuously on the coated

stainiess steel substrate. The current production equipment has six

RF-plasma deposition chambers to produce n-i-p/n-i-p solar cells with

a same band gap tandem structure.

The input to the amorphous silicon alloy deposition machine is a

roll of coated stainless steel as received from the back reflector

deposition machine. Substrate rolls approximately 2,500 feet in

length, 14 inches in width and weighing up to l,O00 pounds are

handled routinely. The beginning of the input roll is welded to the

end of the preceding roll in situ and an interleaf is used in the

take up of the machine to prevent scratching of the depositpd solar

cell structure. Substrate transport through the system is at the

rate of approximately 8 to 12 inches/minute.

The multi-section amorphous silicon alloy deposition machine

consists of a pay-off chamber section, six process chamber sections

for the tandem device structure and a take-up section. The process

gas mixtures in each section are dynamically isolated from adjacent

sections by a proprietary "gas gate." The "gas gates" utilize

laminar gas flow through constant geometrical cross section conduits

in a direction opposite to the diffusion gradient of the dopant gas

concentrations. In this way, migration of dopants between chambers

is essentially eliminated and gas mixtures in adjacent chambers are

effectively isolated even though no actual physical impediment is

present. Substrate transport is accomplished with controlled tension

for accurate positioning of the substrate in the various process _

chambers and the tension is controlled in the take-up chamber to

insure that the substrate is properly wound. Substrate passage

through the process chambers is such that deposition takes place on

the underside, and front facing in the substrate transport system is

not allowed.



Pay-off and take-up chambers contain all of the necessary

substrate drive components, auxiliary rolls, and steering

mechanisms. Vacuum pumping for these chamber sections is done with

Roots Blowers and mechanical displacement type vacuum pumps.

Each process chamber is comprised of a reaction zone, defined by

the geometrical placement of the RF cathodes, a mixing manifold and a

distribution manifold. In each process chamber, transport of reactant

and diluent gases to the reaction zone is from mixing manifolds.

These are designed to provide the specified mixture to the distribut-

ion manifolds in the individual reaction zones. Reaction zone

manifolds are designed to achieve uniform flow through the zone and

dopant profiling as required for optimum cell performance. The

pressure in the reaction zones are controlled by a gas pumping system

consisting of a combination of Roots Blowers and mechanical

displacement pumps, variable conductance valves, flow controllers,

and pressure transducers used together in a closed loop feedback

system. The reaction zone lengths are determined by the rate of

substrate travel and the length of the cathodes as determined From

the respective deposition rates.

All of the deposition chambers are operated continuously and each

of the lab.:rs making up the cell structure is deposited in sequence

as the substrate proceeds through. The substrate is maintained at

the required temperature for each deposited layer by an array of

quartz envelope lamps located above the substrate and radiating

downward. This array is designed to maintain temperature uniformity

throughout the substrate surface. All of the material used in the

reaction zone and all surfaces exposed to the reaction are 300 series

stainless steel, and all other materials used in the process chambers

are selected for compatibility with the process.

Effluen_ gases from the vacuum pumps pass through a caustic bath

scrubber before being exhausted to the atmosphere. The gas scrubbers

remove unreacted process gas and undesirable reaction products from

the exhaust through chemical reactions with the caustic solution. A

toxic gas monitor system is provided to monitor critical points at

the machine, gas supply cabinet, scrubber and effluent gas chimney.



The operation of system is automatic after start of deposition

with operation controlled and monitored from an operator console.

Complete manual override is provided locally for system maintenance

and repair. Local controls for emergency stop and standby and for

substratethreading, loading and unloading are provided.

Incoming materials to the amorphous silicon alloy deposition

machine includes:

I. Back reflector coated stainless steel substrate with

interleaf (up to 2,500 feet coil)

2. Proprietarydeposition gases

3. Argon and nitrogen gases

4. Caustic solution for scrubber

5. Cooling water

Schematic diagrams and a photograph of the machine are shown in

Figures 6, 7 and 8.









4. Transparent Conductor Deposition Machine

The transparent conducting oxide (TCO) deposition machine is a

continuous roll-to-roll processing system which deposits a

transparent electrically conauctive layer on top of the solar cell

structure. This top layer has two functions. First it provides an

electrical top contract between the current generating photovoltaic

layers and the current collection grid. Second, it acts as an

anti-reflective coating to the amorphous silicon alloy to give higher

utilizationof incident light.

Input to the TCO deposition machine is a roll of amorphous

silicon alloy coated stainless steel up to 2,500 feet long and

weighing up to 1,O00 pounds. The beginning of a new roll is welded

to the trailing edge of the previous substrate for threading through

the machine. Interleaf is used in the take up of the TCO deposition

machine.

The system consists of a pay-off section designed for substrate

loading, a process section where deposition takes place and finally a

take-up section. Deposition is accomplished by reactive vacuum

evaporation from resistively heated sources which are present in

sufficient number so as to achieve the desired TCO thickness in a

single pass. During deposition, the desired substrate temperature is

achieved by radiative heating from a quartz lamp-type heater array

located so as to radiate onto the back side of the traveling

substrate. The substrate rate of travel is approximately l

foot/minute.

The operation of the system is automatic after start of

deposition with operation and monitoring from an operator control

console. Complete manual override is provided locally for system

maintenance and repair. Local controls for emergency stop-standby

and for substrate threading, loading and unloading is provided.



Incoming materials to the TCO deposition machine include"

l. Amorphous silicon alloy coated stainless steel

substrate (2500 feet coil)

2. Proprietarydeposition metal

3. Oxygen gas

4. Nitrogen & argon gas

5. Cooling water

Schematic diagram and a photograph of the machine are shown in

Figure g and lO.







III. MODULE ASSEMBLY PLANT

The current module assembly plant is totally self-sufficient,

requiring no proprietary technologies from cther companies. The current

processes, developed at ECD, are mostly manual and can benefit greatly

from automation.

The individual processing steps will now be described. They appear

in operational order.

1. Slabbinq

"Slabbing" is the first operation in the module assembly

plant. In this step the approximately 2,500 ft. long rolls of

photovoltaic coated stainless steel material are cut into "Slabs"

about 4 ft. long. Also during the "slabbing" process 4" wide

strips called "Coupons" are cut at predetermined intervals and

used for quality control and assurance (QA/QC) of the

photovolt_,c deposition process.

2. QA/QC

An intensive QA/QC program is used to analyze and control the

deposition process. It consists of actually fabricating working

solar cells in small areas on the coupons produced in the

"slabbing" step and performing varinus tests to determine the

quality of the solar cell deposition process.

Coupon processing, which is similar to actual large-area cell

processing, begins with a scribbing step in which an etchant

paste material is screen printed onto the TCO covered cell area

in order to remove TCO to define individual cells. After the

etchant is deposited on _he coupon, it is heated to activate the

etching process. After a specified time, the paste is removed by

rinsing in water. While the coupon is still wet, it is placed

into a bath containing an electrolyte solution. A reverse bias



DC potential is applied between the coupon and a counter

electrode at fixed spacing in the solution for a predetermined

time. Current flow through this circuit now occurs

preferentially through those regions of the cell which are

shunted and this causes a chemical reaction in which the TCO

becomes non-conducting.9 In this way, shorted regions of the

cell are electrically isolated so they will not degrade the

performance of other, parallel connected cell regions. Once

shorts are passivated in this way, the coupon is dried and ready

for silver ink screening. The silver ink provides a conductive

grid for current collection in the individual cells.

The finished cell coupons are then tested for function. The

principal test is an AMI.5 global illumination test to determine

energy conversion efficiency. Statistics on coupon performance

are tabulated to keep track of yieI¢. Other tests are also

possible at this point including measurements which can provide

the current collection ability of each of the constituent cells.

Other information, such as conductance of the Ag paint and TCO,

can also be collected. The data from each coupon is stored in a

data base, and summarized as quality control parameter for the

entire 2,500 ft. long roll.

3. Scribinq

Scribing is performed on the l' x 4' slabs using the process

previously described in QA/QC.

4. Short Passivation

The next step is the Short passivation process which has been

previously described in Section 2. QA/QC.

5. Screen Print Grid Pattern

In the next step, a silver ink grid is deposited by screen

printing. After the silver ink is IR dried, the slabs are stored

on racks and ready for further processing.



6. Final Assembly

Once the slabs are patterned, the next fabrication step is
TMdetermined by the type of module to be built. The Power Plus

module series is designed for use in large interconnected arrays

with power output on the order of IKW or larger. These unique

modules use a single l' x 4' cell to produce an output of

approximately IV at 2OA. Because large arrays use a large number

of these modules, they can be series and parallel interconnected

at the module level to achieve the desired array electrical

characteristics. Because multiple cell interconnection is not

required during module fabrication, manufacturing costs are

reduced and the module assembly process is greatly simplified.

TM
To fabricate Power Plus modules, l' x 4' short passivated

slabs which have passed through the scribing and current

collection grid deposition steps are applied with buss bars and

simply laminated between sheets of protective polymer and

installed in support frames.

Other consumer products require small modules with voltage

output which will permit their use of battery chargers. These

modules require a more elaborate fabrication process in which

strips are interconnected to increase the operating voltage.

All cutting is done along the TCO etched lines to avoid

shorting. The slabs are cut to cell strips. Individual cell

strip sizes are optimized for the various module designs.

Cells are interconnected to make the cell assembly. The cell

assembly is carried out on a specially designed fixture.

The laminating process effectively encapsulates the wired and

interconnected strips between polymer sheets for protection

against the environment. The exact procedure is somewhat

dependent on the _rray application. A typical lamination process



involves several layers of polymer sheets--clear on the front

side of the solar array and black on the back side. Between the

polymers and the assembled cell are EVA and Crane Glass. The EVA

is used as a filler since it melts during the heated lamination

process and the Crane Glass is a fiberglass mesh which allows the

air pockets to be removed. After all of the layers are assembled

together they are put into a vacuum laminator. Heat and

atmospheric pressure are applied in the laminator. After the

lamination, the modules are then trimmed to finished size and

prepared for module assembly.

Module finishing consists of fabricating an aluminum frame

and caulking a trimmed array into the frame. At the back of the

module, a junction box is also attached which provides a screw

terminal connection to the pane; itself. The junction box

contains an isolation diode to allow multiple arrays to be

interconnected.

_

Testing and packaging is the final assembly step. A large

area pulsed Solar simulator (LAPSS) is used to check the

current-voltage characteristics of the module and calculate the

efficiency. Tested modules are then individually packaged in

cardboard boxes, and stored for shipping.

IV. PRODUCTS

ECD and it's subsidiaries produce a full complement of photovoltaic

products. Because we use a stainless steel substrate, the modules are

uniquely rugged, flexible and light weight.

TM
The Power Plus module, shown in Figure II, is the world's largest

single solar cell. The high yields obtained in the roll-to-roll

deposition process allow us to incorporate material directly from the

automated solar cell deposition system into the Power PlusTM module in a

single 4' by l' sheet.



TM
The specification chart for Power Plus modules used for the PVUSA

program (20kw systems at Davis, California and Maui, Hawaii) is attached

(Figure 12) and a photograph of the Maui installation is shown in Figure

13. As is shown in this specification chart, ECD's modules have passed

all the environmental qualification tests set by PVUSA project.



A variety of products are produced for various applications, some of

which are listed below:

m Power PlusTM Series.

• SUNPALTM line of personal portable power packs
which provide 2 to lO watts of power.

• RLIO0TM - 32 watt flexible solar electric module

which is lightweight and easy to install.

• R-lO0TM - 37 Watt rugged solar electric module.

• 6, 12, 21, 33 Watt Marine modules for marine
applications.

• MP-Series portable power packs for remote portable
use.

• MPV-3010 units for vehicle battery charging.

• High power portable Porta Volt Series (PV-140 and
PV-280), lightweight and highly mobile
applications requiring significant amounts of
power.

• Extra lightweight portable generator (PVL).

• Coated Substrate. This is essentially a substrate
with the active solar material deposited on it,
and because of the possibility of separating solar
cell deposition from module fabrication, coated
substrate becomes a type of solar cell product in
its own right. The coated substrate is processed
into the variety of products described in this
section. It can be shipped for processing at a
local assembly facility near the end user's
market. In this way, highly efficient product
fabrication strategies may be employed. Currently
coated substrates are being shipped from the Troy
based manufacturing plant for processing by
SuryOvonics, ECD's Indian Joint Venture, into P.V.
Modules. Accordingly, the technology provides a
unique opportunity to establish a large coated
substrate processing plant benefiting from
economies of scale, to provide an intermediary
product to a number of Module Assembly Plants in
various locations.
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P25 POWERPLUS MODULESPECIFICATIONS

Tandem Junction
Photovoltaic Power Module for

Utility Scale Applications

Description

The P25 is a product of ECD's proprietary amorphous silicon alloy, thin
film tandem cell technology. Sovonics photovoltaic cells are manufactured by
depositing six layers of amorphous silicon alloy materials onto a .008 inch
stainless steel substrate in a proprietary roll-to-roll process. The cells
are encapsulated in EVA and Tefzel (Dupont trademarks) which serve as
protective coatings offering long term resistance to weathering and
outstanding mechanical and optical properties. Rated at 25 watts peak power,
the P25 consists of a single one by four foot large area amorphous cell
laminated into a single low voltage high power module. The P25 has an
extruded aluminum frame and exceeds industry standards for structural loading
and environmental protection. Specifications and fabrication details are
provided below. The P25 POWER PLUS module is backed by a 5 year Limited
Warranty.

Electrical Peak Guaranteed Environmental Qualification

Specifications(1) Power Minimum Power Tests and Specifications

O

Power 25 W 23 W Temperature Range -40 to 90 C

Wind Loading >150 mph

Voltage (Operating, typ) 1.2B V Hail Impact >52 mph

Current (Operating, typ) 19.2 A Hi Voltage 1500 volts

Temp. Coeff. -3%/°C (25o Ref)

Voltage 1.6 V Current (Short Circuit, typ) 24 A

(Open Circuit, typ)

Mechanical Specifications

Dimensions 13.5" x 47.6' x 1.56"

Weight 7.B lbs

These data represent the performance of modules as measured
at their output terminals and do not include the effects of
additional accessories such as diodes and cables. The data
are based on measurements made at standard test

conditions" illumination lO00 W/m 2 AM 1.5 global spectral
distribution cell temperature of 25 degrees C.

Fig 12:P25 Module Specification
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POWER PLUS
Sovon_cs Solar Systems POWER PLUS Power

,ntroduces a new conce0t Generation Application_
Jnsolar module design Include:

The low-cost POWER ® Gnd-Connecte,'j P,_.,,,,,,:.r
PLUS a large-area- 1 ft.
by 4 ft.-s_ngie-cell solar • Non-Gnd ConnecteG
module Remote Power

More specifically. • Residential Power

POWER PLUS _sa polymer • Agncultural Al:::)C"C3',ur"sI
encalusulated amorl3hous
s_l_conalloy thin-film solar
cell w_th a stainless steet
substrate. For more information j

• So Itke other Sovonlcs on POWER PLUS and
other new generationl:)roducts. _t_sImght.wetght

and h_ghly flexJble, solar power products
contact:

• Tests have demonstrated
the durabnl_ty and fault- Sov_mcs Sotar S,_s:ems .
tolerance of POWER 1!00 West _,!ar.,e =.-;.a..:
PLUS Troy. M_ch_gaP.48084

• And. POWER PLUS. Telephone ,313i 362-3,201
Facstm_le _3131.._z ..... P !

I_keother Sovonacs prod- Telex 230648ucts. ts also stable

Unique Sovon_cs
manufactunng technology
eliminates the ctJst_nct_on

,---":'- between a cell and a mod-
ule and allows ali clevlce

'.11"

-.. _nterconnectmons to occur
externally at the module
level.

The result _sa low-cost

s_ngle-cell solar module--
the largest ever produced
--which ,s many t_mes
larger than the conven-

Specifications: t,onal salicon wafer

Power Out-20 ,,*_atts p_cturecl at the left.
Short Circuit Current-2! amos
Open Circuit Voltage-t 65 volts
Wind Loading-150 mlgh Represented by'
Length-48 _nches
Height-l-I/4 _nches
Width- 13-3/16 _nches

Weight-4 8 Ibs
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Building Block for Solar Electric Generators
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From the researc,_ and development stainless steel substrate to produce large The Sovon|¢ll R1 O0 Module

fad:lilies of Sovon_cs'" Solar Systems comes area pnotovolta_c devices. Sovonlcs • ISa rugged. _gntwe_gntelectnc:ty
the most advanced 0notovolta_c tecnnology modules nave n_gnercell packing clens_t;es generator
avadaule, the result of a long commitment to than crystalhne sd_con modules. • Features a unique, semi-flexible module
deve_oowngme [}est matenal for convert:rig A un#prin, consistently n_gn clual_b/ construction

sunlight _ntoelectnoty product msassured by t_e un:que, con- • Exceeds ali U S government and
The Sovonlcs'" RIO0 photovoltaic module lmuous cell manufactunng process. European Commun_t'ymodule tests

_sa breakthrough _nman's efforts to Sovon_cs RIO0 cells are orotected by a • Features Sovon_cs sinp cells, large area
effic:ently capture the energy of the sun. lt proven, unbreakable, durable polywnyl photovoltaic clev:ces t_at estabhsn me

wdl prowde cost-effective electnczty for fluonde shell The protective covenng made standard for amorphous sd_conmatenal
many years, of Tedlar_ PVF resists weamer and abuse, stabd_ty

The RIOOmodule features thin film, is flexible, and will not degrade even under • Has a frame dessgn thai reduces
amoronous silicon solar cells treatestablish severe envsronmental cond_tsons.Th_s installation costs and t_me
the standard for amorphous silicon matenal, coating has proved reliable zninstallations
Amorphous sd_conalloys are depos_led _na in various appl_caUons worldw:de for more

very thin, continuous film on a flexible than 25 years.

nlln/llnn

SolarS'ystems



_ia]m_Lm]_i!_inn sovoo.°.Sd+s..o=.Troy, Michigan 48084
..... ,,t 313/362.4170

SolarSi]stems

<

Design Characteristics
Materials Mechanical Environmental

The rnatertals used Jnthe Sovontcs R100 The R100 _sa rugged. I_gntwe_gntelectnc:ty The Sovon_cs R I00 ts clesJgneclto ntgr_
are selected to be compatsole w_th the generator The aavancecl materials used _r_ sta;_clarclsand has passed more demar'cJng
un,clue cell matenal The Sovon_cs sinp cell tl_eR 100 ma_e Jt[he hrst sem_-r_gJClPV tests than those of the tj S. government an(l
_nterconnec! scheme I_rov,desredundant module The tlex_ole characteristics o1'the European Co,nmun_ly laooratcr,es The
elecmcal connectzons and outstanding Sovon_cs Cells f..)rov,_eoouor_unt[ses tor COmlgonentsare engfneerecI to ./york
mechanical _n[egnry The a-Si cells are cJemgnJm,crovemenrs dna cos[ say,rigs ,n together to _nsure:nat '._e I-.R100.,vfil_rov,ce

er_capsula[eo _na proonetary EVA the SlructL_ralSL4JIDO_San_3arravs ',Nathout years ot rel_aotepower _nany 0ocanon
formulation. The materials ,n the module :_acrmc_ngstrength 5ovo_ucs engineers The ouler snell tealures a clear Teclar.'
package prowcle an alternative to glass, nave ,3e,,,etooeda hgnter A,etgnt module PVF cover and a wmle Tedlar • PVF back
wntc_ has been used to support con- The e_ectr_cal lunctJon pdx ,s secured Dy sheet These Jayers assure thai the FRIOC

vennonal. ;ragde. Ionttlecrystalline PV cells, born mecnanscal and c_em_cal Dongs lo module w_llno! break on _mpact. shatter :_r
The R I00 module features a Iougt"r,clear _nsure !ong-lerm _ntegnty Iear. and will r_otbecome or_rtleor crack

protective coating thai has excellent when exposed to extremes of temperatures
resistance lo wealhenng and outstanding, Electrical or oelenorate when ex[)osecl to ultrawo_e!

mechanical properties, and is rnert to The Sovon_cs _ 100moclule _sa 12volt rao_al_on.Identical coat_r.gs,proven

virtually every agentthat defaces or erodes nominal baner,_cnarger II can ae used commercially to be weatl3er resistant s,nce

o[_er surfaces and finishes, alone or _nan array or mc_c_L,_estOmeet '/our 1962.nave sun/_vecsancClast tests ant :'.',_o
power reclu_rements. The R100 te3_ures a decades ot exposure to desert en'.,_ron.
h_gnly rel_alolelunctlon. _ox-,nterconnecI merits. The coating ',,v_stancs corrosive
design _na_requires no sl_ec:al tools in {l"_e conditions such as ac_¢ra n an_ also
field. By-pass d_octesa_t_e cell level assure commercml cleaning agents

protec:_on tn tr_eevent of part_alshading of
the module.

i i

S lp ircauOm
. .......... ....... ...: ': .......,-.., . - .

Dimensions:

Length 119.5 cm ::t:0.2 cm (4705 _nches)
Width 59.2 cm ± 0.2 cm (23.3 inches)
He_gnt 4,4cm :z:0.1 cm (1.7 inches)

We_gnt: 5.4.kg (119 t0s.)
Power:

Power OUtl_Ut 32 watts -+-'10%@ AM 1.5. I00 mW/cre,' at 25_C ....
Open circuit voltage 22 V
Short c_rcuJtcurrent _.5 A

Wrn(_Loading: 240 km/br (150 m_les/br)

Battery Charging Point: 2.15 amps at 14 volts
iJl

Represented by: """"T-e ,_tormal_on recomrn#nnahon_ ]no oo_n_nn_ ;e! 'e, em ,n '-

hl_Rlute 4#e ufter_t] $O_uly _ot vou_ Con_,_eraf,on an0 ,nqu_r,, _no

;0_-_hC "_'_',.:,_r /_&rt3P_v ,15 to _t_ta ._}ro,JuC:5 :_.tn,,_,t,L;L_r._CI ,_V

,_arP3t_r_ _l&ltlmenl lO CuSlO_f_er5 Uur_t'la_Pq _,,._("',..; 'tur"n

Sovon_c$ 50_at Sy_lern_i
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SolarSIsleins
A sul:)s_Jary of Energy Conversion Oewces. Inc.

SovonicsPowerSedes:
BuildingBlocksfor Solar Electric Generators
• The"POWERPLUS;"anewconceptin • ReliaOle,lightweightelectricitygenerators • UniQuepoweroroductswiththin.film

highperformancesolarmoduledesign, forabroadrangeofapplications, tandemcellstructure.

Toseehowwecan
providepowerfor your
uniquerequirements,
pleasecot.tact:
SovonicsSolarSystems
1100WeszMapleRoad
Troy,Michigan48084
Telephone:(313)362-4170
Fax:(313)362-4442
Telex:230648
• 1989Enwgy_ _ Inc. PSer_-8._19
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SdarSvstems
A subs_cltaryof Energy ConversmonDewces. Inc.

SOVONICSThin-Film introducedearlier,aredesignedtoprovide -Recreationalvehiclesandgolfcarts
powerwhereconventionalpowerisunavail, mStreetandmarinedocklightingsystems

TandemProductsBring able,unrelial_leor toocostlyforapplications ,, Railroadsignals"MorePowertoYou." suchas: • Securitylighting
ThePOWERPLUSseriestakesadvantageof • UtilityPower • Cathodicprotection
Sovonicssolarcellmassproductiontect]nol- • Commercialandresidentialbuildings
ogy,resultingina newgenerationof solar • Villagepower • Billboardandmonumentlighting
modules.Sovonicsuniqueamcrphous • Remotehomes • Irrigation
siliconalloytandemsolarPOWERproducts, • TelecommunicationsequipmentincludingtheRigidandLaminateseries

PowerPlusSeries:
P101-1.2Volt,23Watts*
• Anewconceptinsolarpowermodule

design--polymerencapsulated,largearea
(1'x41SINGLESOLARCELLonstainless
steel.

• Uniqueproductspecifications.
=,Easyandeconomicaltoshipandinstall.
., Designedforlargerpowerapplications.
mLi_tweightanddurablemodule.

BatteryChargingSeries:
R100-16Volt,37Watts*
P201-16Volt,23Watts*
• Thisproductsenescomio0nesligl_tweight

anddurabilitywithanextrudedaluminum
framedesignedforstren_andeaseof
installation.

,,,Designedforbatterychargingsystems.
• ., • ,

L-(Laminate)Series:
PL201,RL1O0
• LaminateversionofP201andRIO0

modules.
• Highlyflexibleanddurablepowermodule.
• Idealforcustomengineeredapplications.
• Easytomountoncurvedsurfaces.

PVSystem/Product
Accessories
ComoletePVsystemsareavailableforany
application.Avarietyofproductaccessories
alsoexistforSovonicsmodules,including
mountingstructures,wiresandcal_les,
connectorsandconvertors,batteriesand
regulators.

"Nom0natPowerRat_x].Contactfactoryforde_led specffc.a_ons. • 1989Enet¢/CorNerszonOevces,inc.



R-Series ' "
Structural
SupportSystem
The SOvon_cs'",q-Senes $tn,JC_UralSuDDOi"t

system _ss_ec:adv des_gneato reouce
.nstadat=on:_meana cost. Arrays of any
_umoer lt Sovon=c_'=_100 sol_ mcx:lules

can le eas=ryassemoleo ,n t_e fielcl_y one
_erson. Strong..=gntwe_jntanl oura_le. _e
:x_wcaroonateframes lt the _naiv=aual

_oau=es orov,ae struc_='aJs_engm tor the
_"ray aria e_immamthe neecl for neaw.
,=umoersome. metal fram=ng.

The Sovon_csR100 moctules_'mOlOyglaSS-
'illeO.foamea oo_/caroonate sugoort
'tames. w_t_sosarcetl su0su'ates sealea to

:he _ames ,,v_nruooerg.assets._gntwe,:jnt
ana sem_-flex_oleour,ruggect,t_e moOules
are sed-suooomng ana are s_moryoo_tea
:oqemer _ocreate rwo-moOu=earrays.
3acKer oars ot not-c_o_alvan_zeo steel are

i i .... __
_cae_ to three anl four mo<_ulearrays to

maintain s_ae-oy-s_aea,gnment st the reau_rea tor assemo_y are stalnles=l steel

"ncx:lules_ormaxtmum effic:ency of energy The R-Series SUlOOortsystem nas 0een One Sovon=csR100 moaule =sa 12-vc_t

:olle_don. extensNe_y testea. Olin oy aeaa-=oaa tests nora=nal0a_terycnarger. :_nclcan ae ,Jsec

Emmonm_nt_ uo to tw=ce the cles=gnIoact anti Oy fatKjue alone tor ,nat ouroose..-,_gner voltage
-he fo_toacs aria tegs are maae of lignt tests of the assemolea structures uo to ana/or lower requ=rementsare ser_ec :v

s_ror,(jar_ corro,._on-re._._3_ 6061 -T6 10.0(30_t-loaa cycles of 20 0ounas pe' arrays ot moaules _nterconnec:eo to .meet
aluminum. The o(_Its.,ras.reefsanclnuts square foot Ioaclmgfrom ootn s_es. soec_ea Ioaa _emanas. E!ectnca, ,unc:_on

ooxes. ,nte{JraltOeach mocu=e. :roy,ce
• sate. rel_gle _ec:ncal _nterccnnec! _et._c(:]

that requires no soec:a_ tools.

• LJnwersaldesert allows arraying any
" • numoer ot moaufes

•Consists of t_ree comoonents

-- Leg
-- ?oomaa
-- Bac.4er 8='

• Moclular Oudaing_lo<:x cles_gn,J(_hZeS
sla_e_ana aaOmon assemo,es

•Unique, sem_-tlex_Ole_e to_,ates

I_nOing and mounting m_sal_gnment •
• Is a(::_otaDleto any _ral foundation

atam angle
•Wd_stanOs severe enveronmental
con_ons

• Prov_esstancS_'c_arraying an@es 'Tom
0-90 a in 5 = _ncrements (finer aOiustmen_s

are ;x:_ss_lo_eOyv_y_ng footoaa soac=ng)



IIIIII IlflJ Iii II flHnl Sovon,csSo,atSys,ems
_=__--H_ _0. 8ox 39608

_W Solon.OH 44139

i ii
i

p=t_ arm An,_ .=,u=_m=y Four Module Starter Assembly

"vv0mOdUlearraysare created oyIaOltlng __._jL'_'_=.,__
-'.beframes0t ttle mOdulestogether,slde-
3y-side.,0 form a {w0module 0anel. Then '-
onetootoaasancllegsused to mountai, " ___,__ _,_ __Sar
=1,trayson various £outldatlons are attached.

/" I
:acxer oars.oolte_ to the udderand lower /endsof the module frames.

Larger arraysam created0y acJa=ngone
:o fourmoduleoanetsto the)n)t_alstaring
_ssemoly.Structuralcomoonentauantltles
are reduced )n additionassem01=esOy
3nanngw_lnthose )nadlacent0anets. ' ',
• ;ive footloaclholesorovtdemounting

!lexioility =ear=-:otcac
•Alternatef0otoads0ac:ngts ooss_oleoy =,ont_otcaa

rdiatlngrootoad

• Module dane)ac:s as automatic ,ooioad ,_l_

=mcement:emolale '" _ _ Two Module Addition Assembly• ,.._s can ce cut to ;er',gtn,n r_etdfor ##

_Onl '_-OC+r,..,ac

Num0_' ofMOG)uleS
Il):m_ Starter Kit 1 i 3 4

Jl:)s. 19 33 67 30Sh)doingnet we)gnt
(kg.) (8.64) (15.0) (30.5) (36.4}

•_rray,encjtn. _n. 26r/_ 50'/, 73% 97
,ongestcllmens=on (cre.) (68) (127.6) (181.0) (246.4)

.=ounaatlondolts. ,n. 23_ 46_ 70'/= 93'/z
center to center soac=ng _cm) (59.4) (118.7) (178.4) t237 5)



PORTABLE SOLAR ELECTRIC GENERATOR

SUN PALTM Offers Savings And SUN PAL represents a breakthrough

Convenience Year Round in solar technology that allows unique

,,, The SUN PALTM line of portable solar portability. Compact, light, flexible, and
electric generators from Sovonics Solar rugged, SUN PAL is ideal for taking to

,f_onics _ Systems Systems provides free electric power for the beach, when camping, or out on the
outdoor use. lt is an extremely versatile water. Any SUN PAL model can be
power supply, capable of powering etec- stored easily in a RV, small aluminum
tricai devices, from radios and televisions boat, or even in a backpack. SU N PAL's
to CB radios and video equipment. SUN flexibility and the inclusion of grommets
PAL also allows you to use the sun to into the design enable easy adjustment
charge rechargeable batteries, including to achieve the best angle to the sun for
large 12 volt automobile and marine peak power.
batteries as well as smaller batteries. SUN PAL models save money by

SUN PAL is affordable, lt generates recharging batteries with sun power and
electricity outdoors without adding to by supplementing or replacing non-
your utility bills or running down rechargeaDle batteries. Sunlight is free.
batteries. SUN PAL's photovoltaic cells Batteries are not. Deoending on use, a
convert light directly into elec_icity for SUN PAL can oay for iteseif in battery
DC power without noise or pollution, savings alone in just a single season.



•

SUN PAL 102 SUN PAL 105 SUN PAL 110

An Inexpensive Solar Generator Offers Affordability and Versatility for A Powerful Solar Electric Generator
Featuring Maximum Portability Beach Lovers, Picnickers, and for a Variety of Uses.

The SP102 when folded takes up less Outdoorsmen. Measuring 181,,_"X12V2"X3/8 ''
space than a tablet of writing paper When folded, the SP105 is about when foldea, and generating 10 full
,9 7/8"X61/4"X3/8"), yet is capable of the size of a school notebook but thin- watts of power on a clear, bright day,
powering a portable radio, small cassette ner (13V2"X9 5/8"X3/8"). When spread the SP 110 is the most powerful model
player, or other appliance requiring two open to the sun, it can power a big in the SUN PAL fine. Its extra oower
watts of power or less, at six volts. This radio/cassette player, a small tetevi- generating capability allows the SP110
model is well suited to adults or young sion, or a portable computer. In addi- to perform even on partly cloudy days.
3eople who spend a lot of time outside tion, it has been designed (with use of The SP110, like the SP105, has
istening to music or running another an accessory), to charge 6, 9, and 12 been designed to charge marine,
_mall elec_cal appliance, and who are volt batteries for marine, automotive, recreational vehicle, and automobile
:ired of constantly having to replace recreational vehicle, and other batteries. However, because the SP110
batteries, purposes, produces a stronger charge than the

The SP102 is particularly well The SP105's battery charging cap- SP105, it can greatly reduce the time
adapted for use with a portable six volt, ability means that it provides not only necessary to recharge a discharged
direct current stereo radio. "fun in the sun," but is a good choice battery. This is an important con-

Like ali SUN PAL models, the for the prudent outdoorsman, sideration if your car battery fails in a
SP102 is flexible and rugged, lt can The SP105 comes with a 44" cord, remote area or if your boat battery
take a lot of hard use without being a DC to DC convertor for 6, 9, and 12 suffers discharge out on the water.
_amaged. And, like each SUN PAL volt applications, and four polarity The SP110 inctuaes the same
model, it folds shut using a vetcro tab reversing DC connectors, accessory package as the SP105.

rather than a breakable metal clasp or Please consult the accompanying orc_er
fastener, form for additional accessories avail-

Each SP102 comes with a 36" cord able for SUN PAL models.
and four polarity reversing DC con-
nectors for small appliances.

_-.::_;_,,::

°.

Distributed by SovonicsSolarSystemsis settingu0 an ,nternational 90VONICSsystemof dealersand distributorsmps.Interested
partiesarewelcometo addressinquiriesto: _P_J_II
SovonicsSolarSystems.Attn.JamesR.Young __os,a,a,,,o,

_:"erqy Conversion Oewces :no

1100 West Mal31e Road, Troy, Michigan 48084
(313) 362-4170

.=ormNo. SP8601



Flexible Life Preservers -_,,,_o. _

For Your Batteries
Sovonics Solar Chargers are available in four models:
MA-6, MA-12,MA-21 and MA-33.Each convertsdirect

or indirect sunlight to electricity in outputs of 6, 12, 21 _11lI]1111111_
and 33 watts, respectively. Select the solar charger kit _,_=""'""......
that best suits the needs of you and your boat. Each kit
comes complete with a solar cell, a built-in blocking

diode, in-line fuse assembly and an easy-to-understand ____user's guide. You may never need to charge your -_-_ .,.s __._.=_-

marine battery again,Dealer Imprint _"-"_ _"-__

=n=mnnmumnn

(_ L.,_z_F_ $olarsvstemsNo. 1 under the Sun,.

CHARGER 0.,,.,,...
K.ITS ouSolarSvstems

FOR MARINE BATTERIES No. 1 under the Sun,.

• FlexibleSOLAR , Silent, Reliable
CHARGER • Shatterproof,, Floats

KITS • Worksin PartialShading
,, Weather-Resistant

FOR MARINE BATTERIES • Nonpolluting,Clean Sourceof Powel

Sovonics Solar Systems, 1100West Maple, Troy,MI 48084, (313) 362-4170, FAX: (313) 362-4442_Telex: 230648
A subsIdiary of Energy Conversion Der=ees,Inc
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SOLAR ELECTRIC MARINE BATTERY CHARGERSq,REXlBt.E
/uNrY_mERI!

o Redu_ _

pldy tD go They can be mounted topside The Sovonics Solar*_
or can simply be suspended Systems MA-10 and MA-30

_ S_ 18 from the transom, stem, bow mcx:lulesoffer an iml:)ort_t
11=Inlln_tuce The railings, over the (:lodger,or aaclitJonalbenefit:The secunty

Neweat D_ In any place _ey can receive ota soiia statepower supply
_ _ sunlight --- even on overcast t_at is more t_an just con-

Foe'Marlm_ Mm, days. venient when emergencies
These lightwek_t and flex- A small array of these rood- occur on ¢_ehigh seas.

ible modules are virtually ulee offers a reliable suDst_ute The Sora'tics Solar Systems
incle6mJc'dble.When mounted for additional gasoline genera- marine generalomoff_ retiabd-
orr _ dec_ rooft_, or bridge, tom, wilhout_ probterr_ of ity,durability, stowebility,and
Sovortic= solar generators can maintenance aria.fuel storage, ease of installa_on---allwi,_-
take the alouse of clmppea ancl for wina generators _a= out t_e har_e of moving
wrenches or pulleys, not to are mounl=_l on _ spar. just or the confinement of plug-
mentz_3noccasionally being waiting to snag that runaway ging in at dockside.
walked On. sail or halyard. If_ _ inlfeemmttwlen

=eW i_olm' amefMl_

==_=_m=m=_==='_



PREUMINARY
SPECIFICATIONS _ _duk_ Are_ r_ v_ _ neq__

The MA-10 mo(:luleisperfectformaintain- The MA-30 moaule isa heavyclutylower
ing a starter0artery for sad or power I:x_ts. lt source, procluc=ngup to 12 arnp-nours _ clay
_ckle-cinarges I_e battery at up to 750 milli- for eacll rno_ule. For _e concemecl sailor,one

, aml:_ to com_to for batterysetf-clLsch_ge or more of these moclules _saaealfor m&xlmiz-
and occasionaJbilge pump operations. Keep- ing sadingtime between ovemauls, ancl re<:=uc-
ing a I_ttety properly chargecl can clouloleits" ing eng=ne time use0 for battery cnarg,ng.

• life. Weg_ing only two pouncls, _e MA-10 can The MA-30 _stlninancl flex=loleenough to offer
be mountea on flat or contoure0 surfaces virtuallyno obstruction wnen mountecl, anct at
_rouoJ1comer grommets, or _rough _e acid- less than 6 I:_unas, can eas0tybe moveO to
IJonaJmounting holes provictecl.This enables follow Obesun.
a variety of permanent or temporary locations,
anti can I::}eeas41ystoweclwhen not in use.

Oimens_ns: Dimensions:
Lengt_ 24" (6 lcre) Lengt_ 51" (130cre)
Wiclm 18" (4,6cm) Wio_ 25" (64cm)

Weiglnl: 2 Ibs.(0.91 kg) We_gl'tt: 6 Ibs. (2.73kg)

F_wer OUtpUt: 10 wattS+' 10% @ Power output 30 watts = 10% :_
AM 1.5, 100 mW/cre a AM 1.5. 100 mW/cre _
at 25°C at 25_C

Open orcuit voltage 21.5 V Open c=rcu=tvoltage 21.5 V
Short cimult current 0.8 A Short circuit current 2.5 A

Batte_/Charging Point: 0.7 amps at 14 volts Battery Charging Point:. 2.15 amps at 14 volts

Battery Characteristics For Sovonics MA-10"

C_ Cummt rot 12 volt B_ _HrJDay"

bxatkm Swin_l Summer Autumn Winter

USA (Tennesee) 3.4 4.4 2.6 1.6

USA (Minneeota) 3.2 4.2 2.0 1.4

USA (Massa_useas) 3.2 4.0 2.0 1.4

USA (Gulf Coast) 4.0 5.0 3.2 2.2

USA (C.,aJifomia) 4.8 5.7 3.5 2.5

Western Europe 3.2 4.2 2.2 1.2

,=.e 4.8 4.4 2.8

ouD=vor yore ,u L..,,=-

i ml. i

Brigttt Sun (100mW/cre") 700 10.0

Sunny (90 mW/crn_ 630 9.0

Pa_ aou_ (SOmW/cre=) 412 5.9

(3kx,K:_ (20 mW/cm_ 132 1.9

Cloudl (10 mW/a'n z) 66 0.9

•MocluleMcM'm¢I_ ToSurf_.ce"For MA.30mecnarg._currenmancl_ am 3xgnm_
iii

¢hqrRI_e_4_



dlldnllndrllimlndrlldrll THE MP-3010 PORTABLE SOLAR ELECTRIC GENERATOR/BATTERY CHARGER
._EmZH=_=m-!_____
UU _ _m_=_

_llllr_llllS Lighten The Load battery discharge at night. The Easy To Deploy
The MP-3010 from Sovonics MP-3010 is designed to The MP-3010 can be

A sulosicliaryof Solar Systems is a flexible, charge batteries such as the deployed rapidly and easily to
EnergyConversionDevices.Inc. field rugged, highly portable BB-542, BB-590 and others take maximum advantage of

to maintain a charge condition the sun. Two or more MP-3010generator which converts sun-
with the radio operated in a units can be ganged in parallellight to electricity, lt powers

rechargeable batteries in the 10:1 receive-to-transmit duty by means of an optional wire
field and eliminates the need cycle. Full recharge of the harness to provide power for
for spare primary batteries and BB-590 can occur in as little larger systems.

as 6 hours. This capability Silent And Non-Detectablehandcrank generators by pro-
viding 30 Volts dc with up to makes the MP-3010 valuable The MP-3010 is camou-
350mA. A portable electric for use with military and other flaged when deployed and
power system consisting of the special communication emits no noise, heat or other
MP-3010 and a rechargeable systems, characteristic signature. The
battery will help lighten the Shatterproof, Rugged, front panel is dark colored
load when used with field Damage-Resistant with a non-reflective surface.
tactical systems for com- The MP-3010 is a unique The outer covering is a
munications and a variety of product that takes advantage weather resistant nylon fabNc
other needs, especially on of proprietary technology, in in Camo OD or other colors.
long-term missions. The which amorphous silicon alloys Available Now
MP-3010 can also be used to are deposited in thin film layers For additional price and
power radios and other appli- on a flexible substrate. The technical information
ances directly. MP-3010 is lightweight, port- contact:
Charge Field able, tough and non-breakable. SovonicsSolarSystems
Rechargeable Batteries Furthermore, the MP-3010 is 1100West MapleF_oacl
For Radio Systems bullet tolerant -- in most cases Troy, Michigan 48084

The MP-3010 has a high it continues operating even after Telephone(313) 362-3120
power output of up to 10 being pierced by a bullet. Fax(313) 362-4442
Wattsat 32 Volts. lt has Telex230648

a built-in blocking
diode to prevent



Specifications

Folded l_nel
A. Length: 14 in. (35.6)
B. Width: 11 in. (27.9 cm)
C. Depth: 0.75 in. (1.9 cm)

B

Maximum voltage 32 volts at A
10 watts. C 2 pin
Outer covering: Camo, Nylon _.,_---''" Connector
Cell Surface: Dark blue with T ,'r
nonreflective surface
Weignt: 2.5 pounds (1.14 Kg)

E

I
Deployed Panel !
D. Length: 28 in. (71.1 cm) _!
E. Width: 22 in. (55.9 cm) i

F. Depth: 0.79 in. (0.48 cm) _...Y ,.:
,/

Deployment _- D --_j

Unfold panel, place on an inclined slooe towards sun and plug in connector to a
battery or an appliance.

BatteryCharging CharacteristicsForSovonicsMP-3010*

Charging Current For 24 Volt Batteries Amp - Hr./Day

Location Spring Summer Autumn Winter

Tennessee 1.7 2.2 1.3 0.9

Minnesota 1.6 2.1 1.1 0.9

Massachusetts 1.6 1.9 1.1 0_9. .

Texas 2.0 2.4 1.7 1.2

Western Europe 1.6 2.1 1.2 0.8

North Africa 2.4 2.6 2.3 1.5

Charging Output For Different Light Conditions For 24 Volt Baff._.eries

Insolation Charging Current (mA) Max Power (Watts)

Sunny (100 mW/cm 2) 351 10.0

Partly Cloudy (70 mW/cm 2) 242 6.9

Partly Sunny (25 mW/cm 2) 83 2.4

Heavy Clouds (10 mW/cm 2) 33 0.9

"Module Tilted In Direction of Sun

Represented By:

MP-3010-9-86
;986 Sovomcs SolarSystems

Ali RJgtltsAeserveO



TASK 2

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES



I. OVERVIEW

Over the last ten years ECD has been pioneering the development

of cost-competitive large scale photovoltaic technology which

utilizes amorphous silicon alloys based materials. Some of the

significantcontributionsare listed below.

l. Proprietary continuous substrate roll-to-roll amorphous
I-4

alloy-based solar cell production methods and machines.

2. World's highest efficiency multiple-junction amorphous

alloy solar cells with excellent stability.5-6

3. The World's first and only commercialized photovoltaic
technology which utilizes multiple-junction thin film

7-10
solar cells.

4. Largest size commercially available multi-junction single
li-12

cell amorphous silicon alloy power module.

ECD's technical approach for improving the performance and

reducing the cost of PV modules will be to continue development of

the two key manufacturingprocess technologiesdescribed below:

l. High efficiency, stable, low-cost, amorphous silicon
alloys based thin film PV modules which utilize multiple
band-gap, multiple-junction devices structure designed to
respond to the broadest spectrum sunlight;

2. Automated roll-to-roll manufacturing process for high
throughput, low-cost manufacturing.

ECD was the first company to recognize the value of a

multiple-junction device to address the inherent efficiency

limitation and performance degradation of amorphous silicon alloy

single cell devices. It is now recognized that a stable module

efficiency of 18-20% may be achievable with an amorphous silicon

alloy multiple band-gap, multiple-junction structure. ECD's

proprietary manufacturing process is the only solar cell

manufacturing process which uses an automated, continuous

roll-to-roll manufacturing process. Utilizing this continuous

roll-to-rollmanufacturing process for producingmultiple-junction



solar cells together with advances to be achieved under Phase II of

this program, we envision improved module performance and large

volume manufacturingcosts of less than Sl.O0 per peak watt.

In the early stage of ECD's photovoltaic program, we recognized

that roll-to-roll mass-production technology resembling newsprint

production or aluminum foil manufacturing would be required to

achieve the cost goals necessary for utility scale applications of

photovoltaics. Based on this original concept, we have developed

over the past ten years, a continuous roll-to-roll sequential plasma

CVD deposition process utilizing thin stainless steel substrate.

This manufacturing process has proven itself to be commercially

viable and, more importantly, it can enjoy substantial economies of

scale in larger capacity plants. These economies of scale result

from the simple transport and vacuum control mechanisms employed,

the ease of maintenance, and the ability of this process to use

larger area substrates and faster substrate speeds. In contrast to

glass substrate based batch manufacturing of amorphous silicon solar

cells, for example, the rapid thermal equilibration of our metal

substrate product allows rapid throughput of large area device in

smaller production machines.

In the proposed Phase II program, ECD will develop advanced

manufacturing technology to continue progress toward our long-term

goal of producing modules with stable efficiency greater than 15% at

a cost of less than $I.00 per peak watt. One of the key steps

required to achieve these goals is transferring ECD's continuing R &

D advances into manufacturing technologies. In order to improve the

current manufacturing process, in Phase II we will undertake a

focused manufacturing technology development program to transfer and

further develop already proven R & D advances in the followingareas"

l. Improving the roll-to-roll manufacturing processes by
incorporating a multiple band-gap, multiple-junction device
structure so as to produce solar cells and modules with higher
stable efficiency.

2. Incorporating proprietary microwave plasma CVD manufacturing
technology for high production throughput and higher gas
utilization.



Currently, ECO is constructing a 2 MW, turn-key plant to manufacture

photovoltaic cells and modules which will utilize ECD's photovoltaic

technology with triple-cell, spectrum-splittingstructures. The production

equipment is being built at ECD's facility in Troy, Michigan, and the

equipment will be tested in Troy and then it will be shippedand installed

in Moscow, U.S.S.R. ECD's joint venture in U.S.S.R., Sovlux, will operate

the plant. In addition, we are in the process of designing and will build

a multi-purpose roll-to-roll machine for manufacturing development which

can produce the back-reflector, amorphous silicon alloy solar cell

structure, and the transparent conducting layer in sequential deposition

chambers. Major hardware used in this machine will be identical or

similar to those used in our production machines. This machine will also

have the capability to produce p-i-n solar cell structures in a

continuous roll-to-roll process in which the undoped amorphous silicon

alloy layer is deposited using a proprietary high deposition rate

microwave plasma CVD process.

We will use this machine to optimize the process parameters for a

roll-to-roll manufacturing process to produce amorphous silicon alloy

solar cells with multiple band-gap, multiple-junction structure under

Phase II of the proposed program.

In July, 1990, ECD and Canon Inc. of Japan formed a joint venture,

United Solar Systems Corporation ("USSC")., for the manufacture of PV

products in the United States. The U.S. Majority owned joint venture

located in Troy, Michigan will initially utilize the roll-to-roll

manufacturing plant developed and built by ECD. The Troy plant has been

upgraded and expanded. The photovoltaic technologies which ECD has

developed and will continue to develop will be directly available to the

joint venture manufacturing in the United States.

II. REVIEW OF STATUS OF ECD's TECHNOLOGIES WHICH ARE APPLICABLE FOR THE

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTSIN MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

l. ECD's Multiple Band-Gap Multiple-JunctionTechnoloqy for Stable High
Efficiency Solar Cells



ECD has been the leader in the use of multiple band gap,

multiple-junction amorphous silicon alloy solar cell technology for

many years. Table l summarizes the efficiency data reported by

various laboratories for multiple-junction solar cells which utilize

amorphous silicon-based materials.

In its research program, ECD has been working on the development

of high quality, low band gap amorphous Si'Ge alloys, high quality

doped layers, novel cell designs, and computer modeling of amorphous

silicon alloy materials and devices and light-induced effects. These

efforts have resulted in the development of the world's highest

efficiency multiple-junction amorphous silicon alloy cell with

excellent stability.

This monolithic device structure uses three cells stacked

together with the semiconductor band gaps of the individual sub-cells

tailored to capture different portions of the solar spectrum, lt has

now been clearly established that this device configuration gives

higher efficiency as well as better stability for amorphous silicon

alloy devices than single junction devices 13.



Table I. SUMMARY OF SOME RECENT RESULTS FOR AMORPHOUS SILICON BASED ALLOY

MULTIPLE-3UNCTION SOLAR CELL PERFORMANCE 13

Efficienc_ Structure Organization

13.7% Triple
SS/Ag/ZnO/a-Si'Ge/a-Si/a-Si ECD

13.0% Double

SS/Ag/ZnO/a-Si'Ge/a-Si ECD

11.9% Double

SS/Ag/ZnO/a-Si/a-Si ECD

11.3% Double

Glass/SnO2/a-Si/a-Si Fuji

II.2% Double

Glass/SnO2/a-Si/a-Si Kanegafuchi

10.8% Double

Glass/SnO2/a-Si'C/a-Si Fuji

10.8% Triple
SS/a-Si'Ge/a-Si/a-Si Mitsubishi

I0.5% Double

Glass/SnO2/a-Si'C/a-Si'Ge Solarex

I0.2% Triple
Glass/TCO/a-Si/a-Si/a-Si-Ge Sumitomo

8.3% Triple

Glass/SnO2/a-Si'C/a-Si/a-Si'Ge Solarex

8.1% Double

Glass/SnO2/a-Si/a-Si'Ge Chronar

?.4% Triple

Glass/SnO2/a-Si/a-Si/a-Si'Ge Chronar

l



ECD has recently completed a 3 year $8.8 million cost-sharing

research contract administered by SERI, under which ECD developed high

efficiency, multiple band-gap, multiple-junction amorphous

silicon-based alloy thin film solar cells. Triple-cell devices have

been fabricated in this research program with an active-area

conversion efficiency of 13.7%. This is the highest efficiency

reported to date for any thin-film amorphous solar cell. A new

three-year SERI research contract focused on development of stable,

high-efficiency amorphous silicon multiple-junction modules has been

recently awarded to ECD's subsidiary, United Solar Systems Corp.

("USSC"). The major goal of this program is to demonstrate by FY 1991

a stable, aperture area efficiency of at least 12% for two-terminal,

different band-gap multiple-junction modules having an aperture area

of at least go0 cm2. A comprehensive program on material development,

single and multi-cell research and module optimization will be carried

out to achieve this goal.

Our 13.7% efficiency triple-cell amorphous silicon alloy solar

cell utilizes a proprietary silicon-germanium alloy narrow band-gap

material and wide band-gap micro-crystalline silicon doped layers.

The triple cell device uses a stainless steel substrate coated with

textured silver and zinc oxide for light trapping purposes.5-6 The

device also utilizes a new, proprietary cell design which employs a

graded band gap structure to enhance the performance of the bottom

narrow band-gap silicon-germanium cell. The layer structure of the

device is shown if Figure 14. This new design allowed us to reduce

recombination and improve hole transport properties in the device 14.

Figure 15 and 16 show the J-V characteristics and quantum efficiency

of the device.
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Fig. 14: Structure of the Three-Cell
Triple Device
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2. ECD's Microwave Plasma Assisted CVD Technoloqy for High Rate

Deposition of Amorphous Silicon

The roll-to-roll RF plasma assisted CVD processor is the most

technically sophisticated and also the most costly piece of equipment

in our current manufacturing plant. The throughput of the RF plasma

assisted CVD processor is the determining factor for the production

throughput of the entire plant, and the throughput of this

rate-determining process is proportional to the rate of RF plasma

assisted CVD deposition of amorphous silicon alloys. Generally, a

2-SA/sec deposition rate is used in research scale processing, while

a 5-20A/sec deposition rate is used in production. The maximum

deposition rate ever achieved for RF plasma assisted CVD of low

electronic defect density amorphous silicon alloy materials is 15 ~

20A/sec. Attempts to increase the deposition rate over 20A/sec (by

increasing RF power), invariably results in gas phase nucleation

which gives rise to the formation of powder in deposition chamber and

degradation of material quality.

ECD's approach to solve this problem is to utilize a microwave

plasma assisted CVD process which has the capability of generating a

highly activated plasma at low pressure which can avoid the formation

of powder and other undesirable gas phase species while maintaining

the high concentration of active species necessary for a high deposi-

tion rate process. Specifically, ECD has developed a proprietary low

pressure microwave assisted CVD process to deposit high quality

amorphous silicon alloy material at high deposition rate (over
15

lOOk/second). This process has been applied to the deposition of

amorphous silicon alloy electro-photographic photoreceptors.16-1? A

photoreceptor manufacturing machine employing this proprietary

technology has been designed and constructed by ECD and is now in

commercial operation in Japan (see figure l?).





ECD has also demonstrated the capability to scale up its

proprietary low pressure microwave plasma CVD process for use in

roll-to-roll deposition systems through the development of a

proprietary linear microwave applicator. This technology, which will

be described later, can achieve very high deposition thickness

uniformity (better than 2% across a 12" substrate in moving substrate

systems).

An additional advantage of using the ECD low pressure microwave

plasma CVD process is its enhanced gas utilization efficiency.

Because of the very high electron density in the low pressure

microwave excited plasma, essentially I00% of the silicon containing

feedstock gas is decomposed into depositing species. This reduces

manufacturing cost both by allowing the most efficient use of the

feedstock gas and by reducing costs associated with removal and

disposal of unreacted feedstock gas from the process pump effluent.

ECD has also shown that the quality of amorphous silicon

materials deposited by the microwave process can be further improved

by utilizing an indirect excitation method. In this approach, a

carrier gas such as He is initially excited by the microwave plasma

and used to transfer energy to the silicon containing gas such as

silane which results in its decomposition and subsequent deposition

as amorphous silicon. There have been reports by ECD and other

researchers which describe high electronic quality amorphous silicon

alloy films deposited by indirect excitation. 18 All of the processes

reported by other workers, however, have exhibited small deposition

rates. This has occ:;_red because either the excitation of the

transfer gas species or the rate of energy transfer to the depositing

gas species has not been efficient. ECD has developed proprietary

means to solve both of these problems and has demonstrated in a

laboratory scale apparatus the deposition of amorphous silicon alloy

material at rates exceeding 500A/sec.



III. LONG RANGE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF THE IMPROVED PROCESSES

The long range potential benefits of incorporating multiple-junction,

high efficiency solar cell designs and high deposition rate with

microwave plasma CVD technology in our advanced manufacturing processes

which utilize continuous roll-to-roll process are enormous. Barriers to

the widespread use of photovoltaic generated electricity have always been

economic, and the key economic figure of merit is installed cost per peak

watt of power output. Advances in manufacturing technology which result

in higher efficiency devices affect this figure of merit directly by

reducing the cost per output watt of the solar module itself and,
..

indirectly, by reducing the cost of real estate and module support

structure required to produce the photovoltaic power. Advances in

manufacturing technology which increase the production rate of solar

cells directly reduce unit cost since a major portion of the

manufacturing cost is the capital cost of the manufacturing plant.

Through the incorporation of multiple band-gap, multiple-junction

amorphous silicon alloy solar cell structures and through increases in

feedstock gas utilization and production throughput, ECD will make

important strides in achieving its near term goal of I0% stable

commercial module efficiency and manufacturing costs of less than $I.00

per peak watt in high volume production. Incorporation of a high rate

deposition process utilizing our microwave plasma CVD process will lead

to further reduction in manufacturing cost.

Theoretical calculations show that conversion efficiency in excess of

20% can be achieved using all amorphous thin films with multiple

band-gap, multiple junction structures. Our long term goal is to achieve

stable module efficiency over 15% in our continuous cost-effective

roll-to-roll process utilizing multiple band-gap, multiple-junction

photovoltaic technology.



TASK3

PROBLEMS THAT MAY IMPEDE THE ACHIEVEMENT

OF THE POTENTIAL BENEFITS DESCRIBED IN TASK 2



I. ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS FOR TRANSFERRING MULTIPLE BAND-GAP, TRIPLE-CELL

TECHNOLOGY TO ROLL-TO-ROLL MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

13.7% energy conversion efficiency amorphous silicon based solar

cells with a multiple band-gap, triple-cell structure have been

demonstrated using a small area device produced in a laboratory scale

batch process. In order to transfer this technology to ECD's

manufacturing process, the following elements have to be accomplished in

the continuous roll-to-roll manufacturing process.

l. Efficient back-reflector for light trapping.

2. High quality doped layers.

3. High quality intrinsic layers.

4. Suitable device design.

5. Matching of component cells.

Other issues which we will address are"

I. Production efficiency including uniformity and yield.

2. Cost-effectiveness.

I. Optical Enhancement

Calculations have demonstrated that the degree of optical

enhancement which can be accomplished through the use of "scattering

back reflectors" is determined by the refractive index of the solar

cell material. For amorphous silicon alloy, multiple internal

reflections can result in up to 25 passes of the light rays within

the cell, effectively increasing the useful absorbing distance in the

cell by a factor of 25. lt is therefore, important to produce a

suitable, textured back reflector layer to achieve high efficiency in

these devices.

In our earlier manufacturing process, a textured Al based alloy

deposited film was used as a back-reflector. As has been described

previously, the 13.7% efficiency device use a textured Ag/ZnO

back-reflector system which has substantially higher reflectivity

than a single Al based alloy film. To employ this system in a



commercial product, a roll-to-roll process for producing textured

Ag/ZnO back-reflectoror its equivalent will have to be developed and

qualified for its consistency, reproducibility, uniformity, and

production yield. Because of the non-planar morphology of this back

reflector system, special attention will have to be focused on

achieving the benefits of total internal reflection optical

enhancement without suffering a reduction in yield due to shunting of
the devices.

2. Hiqh Quality Doped Layers

The requirements for n and p doped layers is more stringent in

multiple-junction cells than in single-cell structures. One needs

very high conductivity doped layers so that there is no rectifying

internal junction between adjacent n and p layers. The use of high

conductivity, low activation energy n and p layers also increases the

built-in electric field, thereby increasing the open-circuit voltage

and the fill factor. It is also essential that the n and p layers

contribute very small optical losses to the system. This condition

is also more stringent in the case of triple-cells, since light has

to go through several layers of n and p material.

ECD has developed technology for depositing proprietary

micro-crystalline n and p layers for high-efficiency

multiple-junction devices. Because of their micro-crystalline

nature, these layers have both high conductivity and low optical

absorption so that optical as well as electrical losses in doped

layers are minimum. Transferring this technology to the roll-to-roll

manufacturing process has been already accomplished for the most part

in our current production processes. Production parameters including

yield, consistency, uniformity etc. have already been qualified.

Further advancement of this technology, especially in the topmost p

layer of the spectrum splitting cell, will lead to further increases

in the open circuit voltage of solar cells.



3. Hiqh Quality Undoped Layers

As has been described previously, ECD's high efficiency,

multiple band-gap, multiple-junction cells utilize two amorphous

silicon, undoped layers in the top two cells and an amorphous

silicon-germaniumundoped layer for the bottom cell. Producing high

quality amorphous silicon intrinsic layers with an effective or

optical band-gap of 1.7 EV already has been demonstrated in our

current manufacturing process. However, a solar cell device quality

amorphous silicon-germanium intrinsic layer with an effective

band-gap of 1.4 EV has never been produced under mass production

manufacturing conditions. Optimizing deposition parameters and

hardware design for the roll-to-roll plasma enhanced CVD process to

produce high quality amorphous silicon-germaniumalloy will be a key

issue in the proposed program.

Small area multiple band-gap multiple-junctionresearch devices

have been optimized previously at a relatively low deposition rate

about 2A/sec. Process research to achieve a higher deposition rate

in a production machine is required to transfer this technology to a

manufacturing scale. A higher deposition rate will have to be

achieved, of course, without compromising the quality of materials.

Also, in order to produce uniform and consistent solar cells with a

multiple-gap triple cell structure on 1,200 ft. to 2,500 ft. long 14

inch wide stainless steel substrate, substantial manufacturing

process engineering will have to be undertaken. Maintenance of

steady state deposition conditions in the plasma chambers over a long

period of time is required to achieve longitudinal uniformity, and

hardware design and deposition parameters such as gas flow profiles

will be optimized to achieve transverse uniformity.

Achieving high gas utilization efficiency for the more costly

germane which is used in the multiple band-gap cell is an important

factor in reducing the manufacturing cost. Hardware and deposition

parameters will be optimized to achieve simultaneously a high gas

utilization and high electronic quality deposited semiconductorfilms.



4. Device Design

The density of mid-band-gap electronic defect states in silicon-

germanium alloy is generally higher than amorphous silicon alloys

which don't contain germanium. This is important because

mid-band-gap states give rise to electron-hole recombination in the

bulk material which plays a crucial role in lowering the performance

of amorphous silicon alloy solar cells. ECD has developed a novel

band-gap profiling scheme for the material which constitutes the

intrinsic layer in a p-i-n device so as to assist hole transport by
13-14

creating an internal electric field within the material.

Laboratory results confirm the theoretical predictions that solar

cell performance is improved by optimizing the compositional profile

for silicon-germanium alloy to achieve the desired graded band-gap.

In order to produce a graded band-gap in the silicon-germanium

layer in a continuous roll-to-roll process, the RF plasma deposition

of silicon and germanium containing gas mixture has to be delivered

in such a way as to produce a gas composition spatial profile in the

deposition chamber along the longitudinal direction. Parameters

which will affect the spatial compositional profile are" a.) the gas

mixture composition; b) basic gas flow pattern; c) the temperature

distribution pattern; d) the deposition power distribution; and e)

deposition chamber hardware configuration including inlets ports for

gases, the position and shape of pumping ports and the distance from

the substrate to the RF cathodes. Computer simulations as well as

deposition experiments will be performed to determine optimum

manufacturing process parameters.

5. Device Current Matchinq

In a tandem or a triple-cell device structure, the short-circuit

current is controlled by the lowest current delivered by any

constituent sub-cell, lt is therefore necessary to match the output

of individual sub-cells to obtain optimum performance. Important



advances in device modeling and diagnosis have been previously

accomplished at ECD and reported in the literature. 5-6' 13-14 One of

the manufacturing engineering challenges is to achieve device

matching under production conditions. Development of an accurate and

reliable in-line thickness monitoring system to ensure device

sub-cell current matching is an essential task in this program.

II. ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS IN DEVELOPING MICROWAVE PLASMA ASSISTED CVD HIGH

DEPOSITION RATE MASS PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

ECD has pioneered a proprietary microwave enhanced CVD plasma

deposition process for depositing high quality amorphous silicon at a

high rate (lOOA/sec). This process has been scaled-up and is now

employed in the commercial production of photocopier drums. The

microwave process has also been used to deposit amorphous silicon solar

cell materials. In a small-scale research machine for instance,

relatively high quality intrinsic materials have been prepared, however,

high efficiency solar cells have never been demonstrated with materials

produced at high deposition rate using the microwave process.

III. OTHER AREAS WHERE PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS CAN CONTRIBUTE TO MANUFACTURING

COST REDUCTION

l. Improvements in module efficiency by narrowing scribe lines,
grid lines, and bus-bar lines.

2. Automation of module assembll process.

The current low volume module assembly is labor intensive. In a high

volume manufacturing facility, automation would not only reduce cost by

= increasing speed of assembly, but it would result in more efficient use

of solar cell material by allowing the use of tighter mechanical

tolerances. Significant losses now occur due to large safety margins

built into the design required for manual assembly.

Narrowing the grid and buss lines used for current collection would

significantly minimize the shadowing losses. The present buss designs

;Irequite wide to allow manual assembly. Experience has shown that any



reduction in their size would significantly increase the difficulty

of handling the bus bar tape in the manual process. However,

automated assembly can allow reduction of the size of bus lines.

Alternative current collection schemes will also be investigated.

Similarly, grid lines also account for a major shadow loss simply due

to the large number of them. Alternate means of deposition of grid

lines will be investigated. One approach may be to electroplate grid

contacts instead of screen printing them. Electroplated grid lines

can be significantly narrower, reducing the shadowing loss. Scribe

lines are areas where TCO is removed to allow individual cells and

strips to be defined. Only along these lines it is possible to use a

shear to cut apart individual strips, and this means that the lines

must be sufficiently wide to provide for quick manual operation.

Automated module assembly with computer controlled alignment will

allow tighter mechanical tolerances and significantly reduce these

losses as weil. In addition to the loss reduction described above,

automation will also allow faster operation and minimize errors due

to handling.



TASK 4

TECHNICAL APPROACHAND TIME/COST ESTIMATE



I. OVERVIEW

ECD will use a continuous roll-to-roll deposition machine to carry

out the manufacturing process development program to transfer our multiple

band-gap, multiple-junction technology from a laboratory scale to a

continuous roll-to-roll production scale. We will also use the same

manufacturing technology development machine to advance ECD's microwave

plasma deposition technology.

Major efforts in the manufacturing process development program will

be directed towards solving the problems identified and described in TASK

3 of this report. As described previously, the multiple band-gap,

multiple-junction solar cell consists of stainless steel substrate, back

reflector, multiple band-gap layers of amorphous silicon based alloys, and

the transparent conducting oxide layer. These various component layers

will be produced in a continuous roll-to-roll process in the manufacturing

technology development machine and fully characterized. Characterized and

optimized complete solar cell structures will also be produced in the

machine. These solar cells will also be fabricated into modules. The

performance of the modules, specifically their efficiency and stability,

will be _ tested and evaluated as a function of manufacturing process

conditions.

The overall object of the program is to optimize the deposition

parameters and hardware design of our continuous roll-to-roll process to

achieve the following objectives"

I. To improve the module performance.

• Efficiency

• Stability

2. To improve the manufacturing efficiency"

• Yield

• Uniformity

• Consistency



3. To reduce the manufacturing cost"

m High utilization of materials

m Use of low cost materials

m High production throughput

m Automation

II. PROCEDURES AND EQUIPMENT

ECD will use a multi-purpose, roll-to-roll machine to carry out the

manufacturing development program outlined in this section. A schematic

drawing of this machine is shown in Figure 18.

The multi-purpose roll-to-roll machine has several vacuum

compartmentsas listed below;

l. Pay-off chamber

2. P-depositionchamber

3. Gas gate

4. I-depositionchamber

5. Multi-purposedeposition chamber for:

a. Back-reflector

b. Transparent conducting oxide

c. Microwave deposition of amorphous silicon alloys

6. Gas gate

?. N-depositionchamber

8. Take-up chamber





The pumping system consists of" a diffusion pump, Roots Blower, and

mechanical pump. Vacuum, hardware and the control systems used in this

multi-purpose machine are identical or very similar to those used in our

current manufacturing machine. The multi-purpose machine will process a

roll of stainless steel substrate l,O00 feet long 14 inches wide over a

speed range of l inch to 2 feet per minute.

We will use this machine to produce the following depositions in a

continuous roll-to-roll process:

• Back-reflector deposition: DC magnetron deposition of
Ag/Zn0 layer or alternative layer.

• P-doped micro-crystalline silicon.

• Intrinsic amorphous silicon alloy

• Intrinsic amorphous si licon-germanium alloy with
compositional profile.

• N-doped micro-crystalline silicon.

• Transparent conducting oxide.

• Intrinsic amorphous silicon deposited at high rate using
microwave plasma CVD.

• Intrinsic amorphous silicon -germanium alloy deposited at
high rate using microwave plasma CVD.

This machine will be used to produce in a single pass continuous

roll-to-roll process, a p-i-n solar cell structure. It can also produce

a p-i-n/p-i-n/p-i-n triple-cell solar cell structure using sequential

processing. In addition, p-i-n solar cells with the intrinsic layer

deposited using the microwave plasma CVD process will be produced in a

single pass.

Small-scale process equipment similar to the equipment which is used

in our current manufacturing plant for QA/QC (described in TASK l) will

be used to fabricate small area solar cells on stainless steel. The

current, voltage, and fill factor under AMI.5 for these cells will be

measured. Q-curve measurements will be used to evaluate the spectral

response. Biased-Q measurements which utilizes a special triple light



source will be performed to obtain information about individual sub cells

of the multiple-junction structure. Degradation characteristics of solar

cells will be measured. In addition, yield data will be obtained.

By utilizing a small scale module assembly set-up, photovoltaic

modules will be fabricated from multiple band-gap, multiple-junction

solar cells produced in the manufacturing technology development

machine. Efficiency and stability of finished modules will be evaluated.

A variety of measurements to characterize optical, electrical,

physical, chemical, and structural properties of individual component

layer will be carried out. Engineering analysis including computer

simulations to improve the function and performance of the machine will

be performed.

III. TECHNICAL APPROACH

I. Improvinq the Roll-To-Roll Manufacturing Technoloqy by Incorporatinq

Multiple-Band-Gap Multiple-3unction Structure.

We have identified in TASK 3 several specific areas which require

major efforts. They are summarized below:

• To produce in a continuous roll-to-roll process a textured
Ag/ZnO back-reflector or the equivalent which will be
qualified for its consistency, reproducibility, uniformity,
production, yield, and cost-effectiveness.

• To produce in a continuous roll-to-roll process high
quality amorphous silicon-germanium intrinsic layer with
the optical band-gap of approximately 1.4eV at a high
deposition rate.

• To produce in a continuous roll-to-roll process a

deposited amorphous silicon-germanium layer with optimum
compositional profile to achieve the highest performance.

• To achieve a high germane utilization in a continuous
roll-to-roll process.



We will evaluate the effect of the physical properties and thickness

of the ZnO layer on the performance of the textured Ag/ZnO

back-reflector. There have been some research results which suggest that

these characteristics have a strong and, as yet not fully understood,

effect on the performance of solar cells - particularly efficiency and

yield.

Deposition parameters including gas-mixture composition, pressure,

substrate temperature, and RF power will be optimized in the

manufacturing technology development machine to achieve the deposition of

high quality amorphous si licon-germanium material uniformly and

consistently over a large-area at high deposition rate. Hardware designs

for machine parts will also be optimized. Effect of DC bias on substrate

relative to the plasma will also be investigated.

Fundamental physical characteristics of the plasma CVD film will be

investigated during optimization. These include dark conductivity,

photoconductivity, optical absorption both above and below the band-gap,

and mobility-lifetime product using time-of-flight measurements. Film

compositional homogeneity will be determined by electron microprobe and

Auger analysis.

In order to achieve the highest conversion efficiency for

silicon-germanium solar cells, research performed earlier at ECD has

shown that the compositional profile of the undoped silicon-germanium

layer will play a key role. We will use a specially designed gas-inlet

manifold system to produce varying gas-mixtures which can be distributed

and injected at specific locations on the cathode plate. A large number

of compositional profiles can be obtained with this gas distribution

manifold relatively easily. Computer modeling of plasma gas reaction

kinetics will be performed for the optimization as described previously.

The objective of this program is"

I. to improve the module performance;

2. to improve the manufacturing efficiency;

3. to reduce the manufacturing cost.



Therefore, the optimization will be aimed at achieving not only h_,jh

efficiency and stability but also other objectives including high

manufacturing efficiency and low cost.

Development of wider band-gap materials and alternative narrow

band-gap materials will also be explored as other means to improve solar

cell energy conversion efficiency.

In order to achieve high utilization for "germane gas, we will test a

cathode design in which germane gas flows longitudinally. In this way,

germane can be depleted effectively in the deposition chamber to improve,

germane utilization. The relative rate of depletion of germanium and

silicon containing gases (silane, disilane and silicon tetrafluoride)

will determine the compositional profile (germanium vs. silicon) in the

device. Therefore, the compositional profile can be controlled by

changing deposition parameters including the gas mixture in such a

cathode hardware design. Deposition parameters including gas mixture and

flow patterns will be optimized to maximize germanium gas utilization

while keeping the high device performance.

2. Incorporatinq Microwave Manufacturinq Technoloqy

We will utilize our proprietary linear applicator microwave plasma

source designed for a continuous process.

A schematic diagram of microwave CVD deposition system is shown in

Figure 19.

The microwave CVD system consists of"

l. Microwave Generator

2. Microwave Waveguide

3. Linear Applicator

4. Reaction Gas Feeding System

5. Vacuum Pumping System





A 6 kw 2.45 GHZ microwave generator (Model S6F from Cober

Manufacturing Co.) will be used as a power source. Microwaves are

directed from the generator through suitable isolation and power

measurement devices into the ECD patented Linear Applicator located

within the cylindrical quartz microwave window within the vacuum

chamber. The Linear Applicator is designed to apply a uniform thin film

coating onto a moving substrate as illustrated in Figure 20.

The Linear A_plicator is designed to generate a uniform plasma over a

12-inch linear distance for high rate microwave plasma CVD deposition.

The Linear Applicator is constructed so that microwave energy radiates

uniformly out from the enclosed waveguide. The "Radiating Waveguide"

consists of a section of waveguide into which a large slot has been cut,

and an adjustable aperture, consisting of a flat piece of metal which

partially covers the large slot. Adjusting screws permit the size and

shape of the open portions of the aperture to be changed. A uniform

plasma can therefore be achieved with the Linear Applicator by adjusting

the spatial distribution of the microwave radiation field through

appropriate manipulation of the position of the plate over the large slot.

The Linear Applicator structure the "Radiating Waveguide" is inserted

inte a cylindrical quartz tube, which becomes, in effect, the microwave

window through which energy is supplied to the plasma. Note that while

the volume of the deposition chamber is evacuated to a low operating

pressure, the inside of the quartz tube which contains the radiating

waveguide remains at atmospheric pressure.

A maximum one-atmosphere pressure differential therefore exists

across the walls of the quartz tube, directed from the inside out.

Because the cross-section of the quartz tube is circular, however, the

mechanical stresses associated with the pressure differential are

distributed evenly and are tangential everywhere, resulting in a uniform

tensional stress in the quartz with no shear component. This allows the

wall of the quartz tube enclosure to be made very thin. Circulation of

cooling air through the atmospheric pressure interior of the thin wall

quartz enclosure facilitates rapid heat removal from the plasma region.



This ability for rapid heat removal allows the use of very large area,

high power microwave plasma regions without problems associated with

window overheating.

We will continue evolution of the design of the Linear Applicator to

incorporate a capability for indirect excitation of silicon and germanium

containing gases. In this mode of operation, the microwave plasma will

excite a carrier gas such as He, which will, in turn, excite silicon and

germanium containing gas by collisional energy transfer. It has been

shown by us and other researchers that CVD deposition of silicon and

germanium containing gas can be controlled more effectively by this

indirect excitation, so as to deposit higher quality materials having

lower density of electronic defect states. We will use this technique to

optimize the quality of intrinsic layer deposited by microwave.

Another, different approach for producing narrow band-gap solar cell

materials at ECD has been invented and is currently the subject of

ongoing research at ECD. This new proprietary microwave plasma deposited

material technology will also be investigated on the multi-purpose

machine during the Phase II development program.

We will use the multiple-purpose roll-to-roll machine to optimize the

microwave plasma process for producing p-i-n solar cells. P and n layers

will be deposited by the RF plasma process and the i layer will be

deposited by high deposition rate microwave processes.

Computer modeling and a preliminary design of these special, large

pressure gradient gas isolation gates have already been accomplished at

ECD within the current Sovlux machine development program. We will

utilize this gas gate technology in the construction of the multi-purpose

machine for the Phase II development program. In the future, further

development of this technology should make it possible to design a

totally integrated roll-to-roll processor which can deposit an entire

solar cell structure including back-reflector, amorphous silicon alloy

layers and TCO in a single pass. This type of fully integrated

processing machine will allow substantial additional increases in

production throughput.
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